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Cascais

+ 97 km2

+ 30 km coastal line

+ 1/3 of protected landscape

+ Metropolitan Area of Lisbon

+ Renowned tourist destination

+ 206 000 inhabitants

+ Unrivaled heritage
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Climate challenges 
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Climate Scenarios

+ climate scenarios help to 
understand the impacts of 
our environmental and
development policies

+ we need to stay under 400 
PPM 

+ we are currently at 412 
PPM’s and rising
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Climate Action

Mitigation Global Impact

Local ImpactAdaptation

INNOVATION
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Why Adaptation

Climate change impacts vary according to
geography and the local communities´
response capacity by allocating resources
and monitoring the results.

This adaptive capacity needs to be
planned and followed thoroughly by local
stakeholders and authorities to save all
human and natural resource

Transformative
actions

Response 
capacity

RESILIENCE
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Climate Action in Cascais

PECAC (2009) is the result of a
multidisciplinary team
coordinated by the CC-IAM
group of the Faculty of Science
of the Lisbon University.

Water resources

Coastal zones

Biodiversity

Agriculture

Human health

Tourism
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Climate Action in Cascais

1st 
Masterplan

150
participants

30 institutions

Providing data
for the EU
Climate Action

Cooperating in
the Mayors
adapt

PECAC

27 beneficiary
municipalities

Finalist on best
adaptation
project at COP 22

National network
for climate
adaptation

1100 participants

Exchange of
knowledge and
lobby between
EU and Amazon
communities

50 people 
duly 
capacitated 

Fablab access
and design
platform

Heat network 
monitoring

Open source
Software

Reporting and
monitoring
platform

Process promotion
within Portuguese
speaking countries

National 
Strategy for 

Climate Change 
Adaptation

EU Strategy for 
Climate Change

COP 21   
Paris 

Agreement 

Covenant 
of Mayors 
(climate & 

energy)

2017
Climate Change 

Adaptation 
Action Plan 

2009
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Climate Action in Cascais



+ Planning ahead: 3 political terms

+ Updated climate scenarios with IPCC
5. Corroboration of PECAC’s
scenarios.

+ inter-institutional collaboration and
co-responsibility

+ Integration with UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals 2030 and
national commitments

+ Submitted on Town Hall Meeting –
mandatory commitment

Cascais’ Action Plan for Climate Change Adaptation 

08
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Cascais’ Action Plan for Climate Change Adaptation 

+ Workshops with stakeholders following
“BASE Adaptation’s” methodologies

+ multi-institutional workgroup aggregated by
sector

+ Retrieve information on what existing
projects can cope with climate change and
what needs to me added (integrated)

+Independent commission for
implementation

+ Inclusive

+ 1800 Inquiries
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Cascais’ Action Plan for Climate Change Adaptation 

Decrease of average of 
precipitation

Increase of extreme 
precipitation events

Sea level rise

Increase of average 
temperature, mainly 

maximum



Cascais’ Action Plan for Climate Change Adaptation 

Adaptation Measures
1 Stakeholder awareness

2 Residual and pluvial water separation network

3 Sustainable school

4 Local alternatives to water supply

5 Green corridors and riverbeds requalification

6 Eliminate pollution in water beds

7 Reforestation in the natural park with native species and control of 

invasive ones

8 Full implementation on the fire prevention plan

9 Coastal erosion prevention actions

10 Contingency plan for heat waves

11 Vigilance and control of vector diseases 

12 New urban green parks and natural infiltration areas

13 Legislation for bioclimatic architecture in urban areas

+ 13 Measures + 82 actions

+ €11 500 000 investment

+ Mostly “non-structural” or

“green solutions”.

+ “gray solutions” for water supply

infrastructure

+ Transversal reply to the

Sustainable Development Goals

2030
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+ 30 000 citizens reached

+ 200 professionals trained

+ 20 communication actions

Adaptation: Awareness and Education 
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Adaptation: Ecological infrastructure and resilient 
urban green spaces

+ 17 autochthones 
species 

+ 5000 volunteers

+ best practice manual 
for urban green spaces 
design and 
maintenance 

+ dune system 
maintained 
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Adaptation: civil protection and health

+ all year monitoring

+ all riverbed areas cleaned 
and monitored

+ information shared between 
health stakeholders
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Adaptation: Spatial Planning

+ integrated team for 
urban process benefits 
under sustainable 
development principles

+ climate chart for 
urban processes

+ special ruling for large 
infrastructures 

+ ecosystem services

+ regulation for 
adaptation 
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Lessons

9%

48%18%

25%

Implementation (%)

fully implemented

continuous implementation

on due course

to do

+ Most actions which tackle vulnerabilities are nature-based

solutions.

+ Engage stakeholders from the start and allow them to self

assess the relevance of their participation

+ Cost Benefit Analysis is key information for decision

support data

+ Together, climate action strategies will provide a

transformative spirit to innovate and find new approaches

for resource efficiency: win-win
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Exercise

Let’s try!
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Exercise

Adaptation priority matrix
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Action Name Priority Score Feasibility Score

Importance Urgency No regrets Co-benefits 

including 

mitigation

Mitigation Institutional Social Technical 

Adaptation priority matrix
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Adaptation priorities based on multicriteria analysis

Scale of 1 (less) to 5 (more):

Priority

+ Importance: how important the action is for the local community and its resilience to climate change

+ Urgency: taking into account the vulnerabilities and climate scenarios, how urgent is the implementation of this action

+ No regrets: if you implement the action, what are the downfalls and eventual problem that might arrive (financial? Land

management?)

+ Co-Benefits: you implement to tackle a given vulnerability or risk, but this action might contribute for other sectors as well

+ Mitigation: can this action also contribute for energy efficiency and reduction of emissions?

Feasibility (complexity)

+ Institutional: it requires a greater coordination between multiple stakeholders due to co-responsibility (example: coastal

management)

+ Social: the need for complex changes or mobilization of the community

+ Technical: requires technological equipment for implementation (expensive, difficult to use, requires extensive training or

maintenance to operate)

Adaptation priority matrix
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5 Simple steps!

1 – Go to the spreadsheet named after the group you are taking part (do not roam in other groups’

spreadsheet!)

2 – Choose a city! Preferable a city the group knows well! This is the scenario that you will be

working.

3 – You are given 4 climate action projects to hierarchize according to the criteria, discuss and vote in

groups (consensus) using the drop box scale!

4 – After you vote for all 4 projects, define an extra climate action and vote according the criteria, just

like you did before.

5 – Discuss freely, reach a consensus! You know the solution!

Adaptation priority matrix



ENJOY!


